Aero 1100

Make Honda. Model Shadow. Fixed new front tire, new cooling fan, electrical, carbs cleaned and
jetted, new stator. Front fork squeaks, rear shock squeaks, might need clutch plates and water
pump. Paint is black and has circular swirl marks from being washed, gas tank is currently
being painted. Bike runs good, turns good, brakes good. Has good acceleration. Have title. Has
Vince and Hines pipes. Thanks for looking. Model Aero. One owner bike. Windshield, passenger
backrest, luggage rack and saddlebags. This beauty is in excellent condition and runs well. With
almost new, leather saddle bags, this looks and rides like a classic. You don't want to miss out
on special deal. Bobber Fixed new front tire, new cooling fan, electrical, carbs cleaned and
jetted, Vince and Hines jet kit, new stator. Front fork squeaks, rear shock squeaks, rear tire will
need replacing soon, might need clutch plates and water pump needs repair leaking. Paint is
black with pearl with a little blue. Model Aero Great engine. Great ergos. Here is a well equipped
Aero Vance and Hines pipes. Driving lights. Hard bags with custom paint. Mustang seats with
passenger and driver's backrests. Luggage rack. Engine guards. Trailer hitch. Driver's boards.
Fender caps. Alot of machine for the money. Listing by Auction Our secure online application
form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and employment details. Click here to
get started. This bike has been garage kept and very well maintained. As you can see from the
pictures it is free of blemishes. For the age, this is absolutely as nice a bike as you will find.
Don't miss your chance to take home this beautiful machine. Please do not bid if you're not
seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Cancel any and all bids at our
discretion, or end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or
older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you
place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last
hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid
during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the
auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do
so within one hour after placing the bid. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make
sure you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers
responsibility. Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as
is". Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or
phone at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration
fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our
showroom. We are not affiliated with any carrier. The amount of time it takes for delivery is
dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of
Arrival to be sure. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within
5 days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72
hours of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person,
bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to
Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete
to Seller. Auction, Inc. However, Auction The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify
with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad. Preferred
Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the form below to send a link and your
message to a friend. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here!
Image Hosting and Counters by: Auction Selling my cc Honda Shadow Aero. It has 30k miles,
tires in good shape and just passed state inspection this month. Also has a wiring kit so you
can access the battery without removing the seat. The bike is listed several places locally, I
reserve the right to cancel this auction if it's sold locally. Pick up only in Wichita Falls, Tx.
Model CB Powerful, technologically advanced, flawlessly built, it instantly redefined what a
motorcycle could be. And you can say the same about the new CB Same engine architecture,
except now it displaces a full 1, cc and offers fuel injection, and much more. Same, timeless
style, but updated with contemporary accents. Model CB Model VT Model Cb Model VT Included
in the sale: Optional windshield and factory seat. Would also consider selling two helmets and
Joe Rocket motorcycle jacket. Please call or text for more information Nine Nine Seven Eight.
Honda VT C Shadow. Model ST Bike is great for around town, with plenty of storage. Day

Heights, OH. Gresham, OR. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Winter Springs, FL. Greenwood, IN.
Memphis, TN. Lebanon, OH. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Honda Aero Year Make Honda Model Shadow. Year Make Honda Model Aero. Category - Engine
- Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Aero
Category - Engine 1, cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Cb Category - Engine
1, cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Honda has announced the latest addition to its Rebel family, the Honda
Rebel Complete with a degree crankshaft design, the cc engine is expected to provide ample
low-end torque and tractable power delivery, suitable for this cruiser application. The
conventional transmission Rebel is equipped with a slip and assist clutch. A full suite of
electronic aids is standard on the Honda Rebel , including four selectable riding modes:
Standard, Sport, Rain and a customizable mode. Each mode alters the throttle map and power
delivery. Cruise control is standard. The Rebel uses fairly typical cruiser chassis geometry with
a lengthy Notably, the seat height is a low The maximum lean angle is cited as 35 degrees. The
claimed wet weight is pounds for the non-DCT version and pounds when equipped. Handling
suspension duties is a conventional 43mm fork equipped with cartridge damping and 4. The
fork also uses a titanium oxide finish for a blacked-out appearance. A single radially mounted
monobloc 4-piston caliper and mm disc take care of braking in the front. In the rear, a
single-piston and mm disc rounds out the braking components. ABS is standard. Honda is also
offering a plethora of accessories, ranging from simple cosmetic customization options to more
focused touring components. Stylistically, the Rebel takes essential cues from the cruiser world
with steel front and rear fenders, as well as a seamless 3. Modern touches come in the form of
LED lighting all-around and an LCD instrument panel, which displays a speedometer,
tachometer, gear-position indicator, fuel gauge, riding modes and more. The Honda Rebel is
scheduled to be available in dealers in January Looks very nice. Wish it had better colors. Fuel
tank could have been a little bigger. Price is great. Surprised by the chain but thats cool. Overall
like it. You are absolutely right. They should have made the tank a little bit bigger and reduce
the overall weight. If the tank were 4 â€” 4. At the price point stated, the weight is to be
expected. Lightness costs money. Still, it weighs 50 pounds less than a Sportster, while being
liquid- cooled. I notice the plastic piece on the back of the gauges is flipped between the red
and black bike in the last pic, with the two riders riding side by side. Cool little option for free
customization. A bit lighter than a shadow, prob better weight distribution, and nearly double
the horsepower, with a drag racing transmission. How about calling it the Super shadow! Honda
is using the Indian Scout as a match mark. The Honda has a better ride I bet, and the power is
about the same I bet. I am thinking about the Scout Sixty that is. It being a Honda, it will be like a
rock and no problems, much that is. Than again, it was made to ride and not have any problems.
I may want one since some of them will be sitting in the showrooms longer than Honda would
want. You watch!!! I believe Honda uses a small gas tank to 1. The small tank is a deal killer for
me. If they had made it with a belt drive, I would consider buying it. If a pebble gets in either
sprocket the belt can break leaving you stopped dead. The Belts alone run as much as a
complete chain and sprocket set. On Harleys it requires complete removal of the primary cover
and clutch assembly and also the rear shock. New expensive gaskets and complete readjust of
your clutch. Belts also require regular maintenance to check tension and adjust. I prefer a shaft
any day but the chain and sprocket set up is hard to beat. Belt or shaft drive would be far better.
Larger fuel capacity would have made it perfect. Easy to run plus Klms in Australia and not have
fuel available. Bigger tank Honda! I am sorry, I have been riding a Honda for 21 years ,but this
bike is ugly. The exhaust ,the pitch of the gas tank all blacked out. Honda has the mistaken idea
that to call it a cruiser, you have to strip essential items like center stands. They do for a lot of
others. I think everything in that category is German made. Put a couple of Viking saddlebags, a
Memphis Shades screen, a passenger backrest and luggage rack, some T-rex parts as they are
bound to adapt the rebel parts to fit the bigger rebel on it. I already have a pre-order on the
black DCT version in Sydney Australia, I will have thee and my daughter will progress to the I
think it is a great start. Hond
ford f250 interior parts diagram
2002 ram
2005 honda accord parts diagram
a has to be able to do something wsith this bike next year and the year to followie: center
stand, larger tank and bright colors, choice of seats and luggage rack ect. What about the
Honda scooter that the3 rest of the world gets. What about the 3 wheel scooters like the Piaggio
MP3? I will continue to look to the future. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine.

Looks good Mr. Like the mid control and the price tag. Does accepting official election results
offend you? LOL Dude!!! It would of been better to name it honda vt aero. You want light then
get a naked sport bike. This is a cruiser. Hi Robert, No, it uses a chain drive. Take care! All those
nice upgrades and they put a chain on it, Why? Good grief! Please enter your comment! Please
enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New?
Nic de Sena - February 19, Nic de Sena - February 17,

